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FORE^^ORD
This thesis grew out of an interest In the Renalis-
sance period, in its influence on art in general and on
music in particular. It was my good fortune, in the midst
of my general reading in the period, to be able to study
with Dr. Alfred Einstein, outstanding authority on the
music of the Renaissance, who suggested this specific sub-
ject as one aspect of the Renaissance influence which was
narrow enough to be treated adequately. Dr. Einstein has
made available to me much material that is new to the United
States, notably his manuscript copies of the Petrucci and
Antico frottole prints, and an English translation of a part
of his book^ A History of the Italian Madrip;al > which has
not yet been published. My tremendous indebtedness and
thanks to him are hereby acknowledged,
M.R.L.
Boston, Massachusetts
July 1, 1941
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this thesis to show one of the
effects of the Italian Renaissance spirit on the music of
the period by presenting — for the first time in this coun-
try it is believed — the twelve Latin compositions included
in the frottole prints of Petrucci and Antico, the first
music publisher and his foremost rival. A rather lengthy-
Introduction to the main part of the thesis has been included
to familiarize the reader with the frottola form, by present-
ing a history of its conception, its birth, its development
and its place in the evolution of music. To show more
clearly the relationship between the Latin compositions in
the frottole prints and the Renaissance spirit, a summary of
the humanistic movement has been inserted. In an appendix
biographies of the poets of the Latin texts have been gath-
ered to make easily accessible material which may be of in-
terest. It is hoped that these compositions will show in a
very small way the earnest attempts on the part of the Ital-
ian musicians of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen-
turies to create a new, very national music literature during
a period when the field of music composition was dominated by
a group of foreign composers. Very little has been written
about the effect of the Renaissance spirit on music. The
frottola form is one very small phase of what is undoubtedly
a broad subject.

II. THE FROTTOLA
Background of the Frottola
Renaissance Spirit ,— A new spirit began to assert
Itself in Italy around 1300, bringing to a close the period
known as the Middle Ages, and ushering In a new period to be
named the Renaissance. This new spirit In man arose as the
result of a new realization on his part that he might Justi-
fiably concern himself here on earth with activities other
than the sole one of preparation for life in the hereafter.
Man became conscious of beauty in the world, and realized
that beauty was "worth cultivating for its o\m sake and not
1
merely for what it could teach"; man became conscious of his
own powers as an individual. "Humanism struck at the roots
of mediaeval thought; Instead of setting before man an ideal
for the realization of which his individuality was to be
sacrificed, it insisted on the further development of his
2
actual character." With this new sense of power and dignity
in man himself and the confidence that he could by his own
power wrest good and happiness out of this world, he set out
with amazing energy to discover all manner of new things,
physical and Intellectual. It was a period of tremendous
investigation and inventiveness. It is with these aspects
of the Renaissance — individuality, intellectual Inventlve-
1 H.D. McKlnney and ¥.R. Anderson, Music in History
(New York, 1940), p. 222
2 F.J. Reynolds, editor-in-chief. "Renaissance",
air's New Encyclopedia . Vol. IV (1924) - -

3ness and humanism, which latter aspect will be treated more
fully in another place —that the frottola is associated.
Thus it will be seen that the Renaissance effected an Influ-
ence on music as well as on the other arts.
Renaissance Spirit in Music,— It was formerly thought
that the Renaissance spirit in music became effective long
after the other arts had gone through the Renaissance devel-
opment. As early as 1915, however, Leichtentrltt discredited
that theory, maintaining that music, like the other arts,
was certainly imbued with the Renaissance spirit from the
start, and that the Renaissance ideal was one and the same
in the entire artistic and spiritual life of the Italian
1
nation. Each new style is brought about by a new mode of
life, by new ideas.
The Gothic style is the most perfect expression of Medie-
val thought, in its grandeur of typical sentiment rather than
individualism, its subordination of the individual to the
community in state, religion, art, its unsurpassably lofty
expression of religious feeling, the feeling of... the whole
mass of the people. The baroque style marks the beginning of
modern tendencies in art and leads straight down to our own
times. Between the medieval G-othic and the modern baroque
extends the Renaissance style as a connecting link between
the old and the new, continuing and bringing to solution
some of the medieval problems, but also foreshadowing a num-
ber of modern tendencies.
2
Toward 1300, the "ars nova" in Italy marks the begin-
ning of the pro to-Renais sanee period. Leichtentrltt says
1 KuKO Leichtentrltt, "The Renaissance Attitude To-
wards Music
,
Musical Quarterly
.
Vol. I, No. 4 (1915), p. 605.
2 Ibid .
. p. 605.

that the Importance of the individual, the personality of the
artist, becomes the most salient eharacteristic of this new
Renaissance spirit, that medieval a.rt and music lack this
charm of individuality, and that in most cases not even the
1
name of the artist is known.
The rise of Italian literature in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries (St. Francis, Dante, Petrarch, Boccac-
cio) is said to mark the end of medieval and the very early
beginning of Renaissance art. "Closely connected with the
first unfolding of poetry is thfj astonishing development of
2
Italian music after 1300."
"In the 'struggle' betv/een cultures, certain national
groups gain supremacy, as for instance, the Netherlands com-
posers in the fifteenth century, the Italian from the late
sixteenth to the eighteenth, and the Germans in the ei^ht-
3
eenth and nineteenth." Toward the end of the fourteenth and
the beginning of the fifteenth centuries there was a series
of important English composers, headed by John Dunstable, who
within a short time exercised an influence on the continent,
especially in the Netherlands and in France, chiefly through
1 Leichtentritt, og. cit . . p. 606.
2 Ibid
. ,
p. 606.
3 V/arren D. Allen, Philosophies of Music History (Nev/
York, 1939), p. 208.
.

Dunsta-ble's pupils Binchois and Dufay.
The chord becomes a factor which receives careful atten-
tion, and between the melodic and harmonic elements a certain
tension arises, in which the melodic for the time being has
the supremacy, which, however, it gradually relinquishes in
the course of the fifteenth century, so that the state of
balance between homophonlc and polyphonic factors in the Pa-
lestrina style is made possible only after renewed inroads
of the harmonic-vertical element (this time apparently
through the popular music form of the beginning of the six-
teenth, century in Italy, the frottola). 1
Conflict between the Netherlands Style and Italian
Innate Genius.— In this rise of music in the Netherlands
in the fifteenth century there was s development of harmony
in the modern meaning --euphony in the combination of several
parts. It Italy where composers during the fifteenth century
were practically all Netherlanders, or, more properly, Bur-
gundians, there was a struggle between "the innate Italian
genius and the Dutch invasion. Till about 1530 it seemed
4
as if Dutch music was to be victorious along the whole line."
Italy in the fifteenth century did possess a national, orig-
nal and valuable popular musical literature of its own much
of which we do not know about because it was improvisatory,
not written down. The Italians could compose melodies, but
were unable to write and develop themes in artistic forms.
At this time if a nobleman wanted a song set to music, he of
1 Knud Jeppesen, Counterpoint (New York, 1939), p. 7 f
2 Leichtentritt, 0£. cit . , p. 611.

6necessity had to turn to the Netherlanders who alone could
compose in an artistic manner. To this popular literature
belongs the frottola, the main concern of this paper. The
Italian musical sense, — a "sense of beauty of sound, fine
1
balance of all parts. Just proportions" — as revealed in this
national literature, began to color and transform the Dutch
forms into so^iething apparently new, essentially different
from the Dutch models.
One may say that the older Dutch schools ... represented
in music the northern, 'Gothic' style at a time when in Italy
the Renaissance spirit had already been awakened also in
music... The characteristics of Renaissance art — clearness,
purity of line, perfect proportions, sense of cultured forms
—were shown in the Dutch Gothic art when imported into Italy
about 1500 and underwent so considerable a change that it
appears as something altogether new. 2
To summarize, the art of music in Italy during the
latter half of the fifteenth century was dominated by Bur-
gundian, or Netherlands, composers, who practiced a highly
developed contrapuntal style. Polyphony reigned supreme; it
was, in fact, practically speaking, the only style developed
at that time.
1 Leichtentritt, 02. ci
t
. , p. 612.
2 Ibid., p. 612.

7Birth of the Frottola
Reflection of the Renaissance Spirit.—In Mantua,
about 14-90, at the court of Isabella and Frnncesco Gonzaga,
was born a new, very national literature in the development
of Italian music, the frottola. The frottole were composed
for the merry society of the Mantuan court chiefly by native
Italian composers in response to Isabella d'Este G-onzaga's
plea for something new, and something completely different
from the involved contrapuntal style of the foreigners from
Burgundy and the Netherlands. Thus the frottole may be said
to be a reflection of the Renaissance in that the composers
attempted to display Italian individuality, and in that the
frottole were experiments --another aspect of the new intel-
lectual curiosity —with elements which were to be the sig-
nificant means of further development.
Mea,ninp; of the V/ord Frottola. --The v:ord frottola means
trifle, or nonsense. Originally it was a string of proverbs
or pithy sentences used by the Frotta, populace. Hence it
developed the meaning of ballsd or song, happy and light, and
more often than not interwoven with sentences and proverbs
arranged without any particular order. It would seem that
1
the meaning "little fruit" given by some writers is without
foundation. The derivation of frottola is frotta, meaning
1 McKinney and Anderson, o^. cit.
, p. 237. Perhaps
the mea.ning was taken by them from Nef ' s Outline of History.

8crowd, multitude, hence populace, and not frutto, meaning
fruit.
Reason for Birthplace .— Combarieu stated that pollti-
1
cal centers created musical centers. Einstein attributes
the fact that Italian national music at the end of the fif-
teenth century sprang from Mantua, and in part from Ferrara
and Urbino, not from Florence, Naples, Rome, Venice or Milan,:
to political factors. Only at these sm?,ller courts were con-
ditions comparatively peaceful. "That and a favorable regime,
.
2
encouraged the grov/th of the 'tiny plant' of national music.'.'
In Mantua, as at all the courts of Italy during the fifteenth
century, foreigners dominated the musical circle, but in 1483
the Marchese Federigo, wishing to improve the music of his
private chapel, called in Jachetto di Lorena of Ferrara, who
had already organized the Este choir. Thereafter the favor-
ite musicians and composers at the Mantuan court were native
Italians.
Spread of the New Art .— The nev/ art, although centered
in Mantua, wss not confined to that city. It was only natu-
ral that, since Isabella d'Este had relatives in several
courts of northern Italy — Ferrara, Urbino, Milan --and
1 Allen, 0£. cit. , p. 10 f.
2 Alfred Einstein, A Hi story of the Italian Madrigal
(Not yet published. July, 19^1 )
.

friends in Venice, the art spread first among those centers.
Intercourse between those courts was continuous, and new
ideas and news of new possessions were freely exchanged. The
Apennines undoubtedly hindered intercourse between those
courts and that of Florence, but eventually the art took
root there, and in Pisa and Sienna, and spread even to Rome
and Naples. "For the first time we have a predominantly
Italian school, . although a number of Netherlanders and
Frenchmen played a decisive part in the new movement. At
their head stands the great Josquin des Pres,.who contributed
some famous frottole, preserved in printed and manuscript
1
versions."
Isabella d*Este
Isabella d'Este, of the house of Este which played
a great part in the history of medieval and Renaissance Italy,
,
had such a role in the birth and development of the frottola
that any discussion of the form would be incomplete without
mention of her:* Isabella was born in 1474, daughter of Duke
Ercole of Ferrara and of a very cultured mother, Eleanora
d'Aragon. Isabella's education was quite well rounded and
Included training in music. Training and background devel-
oped in her an intense love for the arts which love she car-
1 Einstein, op.
-
clt .

Tied with her to the court of Mantua, when at the age of six-?-
teen, in 1490, she married Francesco Gonzaga. Many eminent
men of letters and artists paid her homage, and many were
employed by her at her court. For their own entertainment
both she and Francesco employed musicians.. Isabella's in-
terest in music was a real one, not at all superficial. She
studied music from her youth on, and gave several commissions
for Instruments to makers of the time.
Julia Cartwright, in the only biography in English of
Isabella, quotes from some letters written by Isabella. On
a visit to Milan Isabella had seen and admired an instrument
which Lorenzo Gusnasco of Pavia, the famous maker of organs,
had made for her sister Beatrice. She wished to own a simi-
lar one, and on March 12, 1496, sent the following letter to
Lorenzo da Pavia, who had moved to Venice for the greater
convenience of his trade:
"M. Lorenzo da Pavia, most excellent master,- We remember
that you made a most beautiful and perfect clavichord for
that illustrious Madonna, the Duchess of Milan, our sister,
when we were last at Pavia, and since we ourselves now wish
to have an instrument of the same kind, which cannot be sur-
passed, we are sure that there is no one in all Italy who
can satisfy our wish better than you can. V/e therefore pray
you to make us a clavichord of such beauty and excellence as
shall be worthy of your high reputation and of the trust
that we repose in you. The only difference that we wish to
see in this instrument is that it should be easier to play,
because our hand is so light that we cannot play well if we
have to press heavily on the notes. But you, I have no
doubt, will understand our wishes and requirements. And the
more quickly you can serve us the better shall we be pleased,
and we will take care that you shall be well rewarded, and

1
place ourselves at your service,"
A considerable delay was necessary, but on Christmas day
Lorenzo arrived at Mantua with the clavichord with which
Isabella was extremely well pleased,
Isabella's favorite instrument, however, was the lute,
on which she accompanied herself with skill and charm. Be-
fore leaving Mantua, Lorenzo had to promise to make her a
lute of inlaid ebony and ivory, because, he said, those two
materials went vrell together and were beautiful companions.
Later Isabella wrote to ask about a lute which a singer had
seen in Lorenzo's shop at Venice, and begged that the lute
he was making for her be strung in such a manner as to suit
her voice. Accordingly he sent to Munich for the strings,
since he had heard of a German master who supplied the best
quality. Lorenzo, in addition, promised to pay special at-
tention to the shape of the instrument, "because beauty of
2
form Is everything".
During the next twenty years Isabella employed this
same Lorenzo to make wonderful organs, lutes and viols, of
ebony and ivory, perfect in shape as in sound. In March,
1500, Lorenzo wrote in part:
1 Julia Cartwright, Isabella D'Sste (London, 1903),
p. 131.
2 Ibid
. , p. 132.
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"Most Illustrious Lady,- I send you by this courier an
excellent lute of walnut wood, made in the Spanish fashion,
which seems to me to have the finest tone that I ever heard
These excerpts will give a concrete idea of the inter-
est in music and musical instruments which Isabella d'Este
had. Einstein gives this estimate of her importance:
It was she who determined the standard of music, and of
art in general at her court ; and though this standard
could be neither great nor magnificent, Italian music has no
need to be ashamed of this great patroness. Her name de-
serves a place in every history of Italian music, as the
first and greatest promoter of a national art. Isabella's
long life --she did not die until February, 1539 --enabled
her to see the fruits of the seed which she had so'-m. On
December 5th, 1531, Bernardo Tasso, the famous father of a
yet more famous son, Torquato, sent her some verses of his
which had appeared shortly before in Venice under the name
of 'Primo Libro degli Amorl', which pay tribute to a new
art-form — the madrigal.
2
Place of the Frottola in Literary History
Before considering the frottola as music it is well
to understand its place in literary history. As a verse
form it was a member of the ballata family, corresponding
exactly to the form known as the "Ballata narrativa". It
consisted of a two to four lined ripresa (repetition) fol-
lowed by several strophes (stanzas), generally of six to
eight lines. The ripresa was sung after each strophe. The
1 Cartwright, 0£. cit . . p. 132.
2 Einstein, o£. cit .

metrical scheme was usually trochaic (*u/'u), eight syllables
to the line, but occasionally when the strophes had only
1
four lines, iambic (u'/^V) septlsyllabic.
Most examples of the frottola can hardly be called
poetry. The two have only verses and rhymes in comonon, and
the frottola
should not be judged by aesthetic standards. It is any-
thing but artistic; but on the other hand it is not 'popu-
lar'; it is a mere rhyming improvisation, which owes to the
music alone the fact that it was ever printed. 3ut on the
other hand it cannot be denied that these crude and coimnon-
place verses breathe an aggressive strength or that they
seem to meet the requirements of some definite situation,
and to owe their origin to a definite commission.
2
A group of poets provided Isabella and her musicians
with suitable verses. These poets have not been well treated
in Italian literary history, but it must be remembered that
they made no claim to literary merit, some at least of their
verses being written, as already implied, for purely musical
purposes. Isabella herself wrote some verses for Troraboncino
and Cara, Mantuan composers who will be discussed later, and
Einstein gives a quotation from a letter by a poet, Antonio
Tebaldeo, to Isabella dated December 9, 1494, stating in parti
"I have seen the strambotto which your Grace wrote on the
1 Oscar Thompson, editor, "Frottola", The Internation -
al Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians
, (1939).
2 Einstein, ojQ. cit .

plants having shed their leaves, and it pleased me exceeding-
ly... "l
The textual content of the frottola was for the most
part of an amorous nature, "in unconscious Imitation of
2
Petrarch's lyrics". Love is the favorite subject.
In its character of improvisation, the frottola is full
of the imagery, metaphors, and even the actual phrases of
the ' canzoniere ' of the Aretine poet. .. .Every theme is ...ex-
ploited; the shy lover, who dares not open his mouth; joy at
the return of the beloved and the manner of greeting her;
reproaches addressed to the coy lady; the renev;al of a former
passion; disappointment...; protestations of eternal con-
stancy; and so on.... The frottola seldom deals with anything
but court life,
3
Composers of Frottole
Although Josquin des Pres and other foreigners did
compose frottole, the style of the Mantuan school was deter-
mined chiefly by Italian musicians, for the most part from
northern Italy —Verona, Brescia, Padua, Venice, Milan,
Vicenza, and Mantua itself. Very little is known about most
of these composers, however, in most cases only their names
as they appear in the early manuscripts and printed editions.
Of the two greatest masters, Bartolomeo Tromboncino and
Marchetto Cara, a fairly complete picture can be formed, but
of the others --Michele Pesenti, Antonio Capreoll, Filippo de
1 Einstein, o^. cit.
2 Thompson, og. cit .
3 Einstein, o^. cit .

Lupranoo—available information Is very meagre. What is
knovm of these men will be summarized in another place in
connection with the particular compositions presented in
this thesis,
SociaLi Standing of the Musician during the Period
Allen makes two statements which are a fitting intro-
duction to the matter of the social standing of the musician
in the period of the frottola, "During the Middle Ages the
musician, like the artist, had worked in devoted, unselfish
anonymity *for the glory of God*. The individualism of the
Renaissance stopped all this, and one of the two searchlights
of historical investigation ever since has been focused upon
IL
the composer." The fact that Trombone 1no and Gara were held
In high esteem at the court of Mantua shows definitely that
a change in the standing of Italian musicians had occurred,.
Previously a musician had been considered somewhat in the
same light as a scholar, for example, who through many years
of laborious study had acquired a valuable knowledge which
It was felt should be passed on from master to pupil. In
the fifteenth century the Burgundian masters supplied the
Church and the nobility with the music demanded by the re-
quirements of upper-class education. The virtuoso in the
fifteenth century won acclaim, but only as a prodigy..
liAllen, 02» cit . , p. 240;

"..•the medieval idea of the musician as a kind of Juggler
11
still prevailed. • The pay of a court musician was by no
means princely.
Cara and Tromboncino, however, were not especially
theoreticians nor virtuosi; they were musicians , "perhaps the
2
first musicians in the modern sense". Sufficient deference
was beginning to be paid to talent and genius to make it pos-
sible for Tromboncino, for instance, to murder his wife with--
out serious consequence to himself. Tromboncino and Cara
were not members of a musicians' guild, and cannot be classed
among the great international masters. The beginning of
their creative periods coincides roughly with the death of
Ockeghem, the great Netherlands composer, in 1495»
We are thus dealing with a period of maturity in one
school of composition, but of fresh beginnings in another;
and the resulting clash of two national musical forms could
not fail to have important consequences, however little con-
nection seemed at first to exist between the two movements.
A few composers. . .play a dual role, writing ecclesiastical
works in the grand style like the Netherlanders, and also
small-scale compositions of the frottola type. .. .Presently,
however, the Italian musician, following the example of Trom-
boncino and Cara, attained the rank and freedom of an artist ;
a freedom perhaps greater even than that enjoyed by the
Netherlanders, who were always bound to some extent by their
•guild'. 3
1 Einstein, 0£. cit .
2 Ibid .
3 Einstein, 0£. cit .

Petruccl and Music Printing
Trombonclno, Cara, and their contemporaries owe their
historical significance and a new and far-reaching publicity
to the new invention of music printing. In 1502 Cara was
sent, with a singer, by Isabella d'Este to Venice to cheer
her sister-in-law, the Duchess Elisabetta of Urbino. During
his stay Cara won the admiration of the Venetian musical
circles, and it is possible that his visit to Venice hastened
the appearance of a printed edition of purely secular music
by native Italian composers two years later, in 1504, The
compositions in this edition, printed by Ottaviano del Pe-
truccl, were almost entirely by the two Mantuan masters,
Tromboncino and Cara, and another composer, Michele Pesenti
of Verona,
The Odhecaton and Frottole libro prime >—Petruccl
printed his first music books in 1501, the first the famous
Odhecaton . It was international, containing secular and a
few sacred pieces, including some to Italian words, but all
by foreign composers. In 1504, however, he brought out a
purely Italian music book, entitled Frottole libro prime .
It was the first of a series of eleven, all of which have
been preserved, with the exception of the tenth, which can
be partially reconstructed from other manuscripts and printed

works, which were printed by Imitators and rivals of Petruccl,.
Petrueci, born In 1466, went to Venice In 1490, and
through the help of his sovereign, Guldubaldo I, Duke of
Urblno, entered one of the many printing establishments. Very
probably Petrueci was a musician, and as such became inter-
ested in the possibility of applying the comparatively new
art (1453) to musical purposes. His music books are so tech-
nically and musically correct that whoever supervised the
setting-up of the type must have had an expert knowledge of
menstiral technique. In fact the musical adviser of Petrueci
is known to have been a Petrus Castellanus. Petrueci, de-
scribed in music histories as 'the inventor of music-printing*
deserves even more credit, Einstein affirms, "...in reality
he was much more than that; he was musician, technical expert,
1
publisher, and probably patron of the arts in the bargain."
Petrueci died in 1539. Commercially, he had for many
years been outstripped by more clever imitators, especially
by Andrea Antico of whom more will be said later. His rivals,
however, never attained the beauty and exactness of Petrueci 's
printing. Unfortunately, although paper and ink are of the
highest quality and durability, mice and dampness and indif-
ference on the part of contemporary and succeeding generations
1 Einstein, o^. cit .

have destroyed many of his printed works. In many oases
there is no known copy extant; in some cases there is one
copy and in a few, two or three.
Documentary Purpose of Petruccl ' s Editions .— Petruc-
ci's Invention was late In coming, when one considers that
printed books had appeared In the 1450* s. Musicologists are
not at all sure that Petruccl 's publications were Intended
as performing editions, i'lost frottole are In four parts,
arranged In two's on opposite pages, the soprano and tenor
parts on the left, and the alto and bass on the right. The
print, however, was hardly large enough for four singers to
have used one copy, and certainly a quartet of singers could
not have afforded two printed copies in those days. Hence
it has been suggested that Petruccl 's frottole books were
intended to serve a documentary purpose. The possibility
of the music's not being for four singers or for four per-
formers as the page arrangement would imply will be discussed
later.
Frottole as Models for Musical Love Letters
The whole of the first book of frottole seems to have
been definitely commissioned by Petruccl. Einstein suggests
that he probably engaged three of the most famous musicians
of the day, Cara, Tromboncino and Mlchele Pesenti, to pro-
vide the necessary patterns for 'occasional' pieces to suit

every conceivable situation in the life of the courtier-lover,
.
Thus they served a definite and practical purpose. Since the3
were designed to meet any situation which might arise in the
life of the court they are devoted to no particular art-form
and the contents are quite varied and disconnected. They
are models for musical love letters, desip;ned for improvisa-
tion . Einstein sums it up as follows:
The courtier-lover of those days, finding himself con-
tinually expressing certain sentiments in prose, wished to
express them in the more powerful and vivid medium of art -
an art, moreover, which was not of the melancholy and indir-
ect variety, divorced from everyday existence, such, as was
cultivated by the nineteenth century for the most part, but
a living art, which allowed of clarity of expression without
too close an approach to the object of this clarity. 1
Musical Characteristics of the Frottole
The striking musical feature of the frottole is the
evidence they show of breaking av;ay from polyphony which
reigned supreme in the fourteenth and fifteenth century bal-
lads, chansons, and so on. The essential feature of such a
form as the Burgundian chanson was its "building up by the
addition of parts to a given, ornamented, or original melody",
Very often another person would add one or more parts to an
already complete composition. The frottola, however, was a
"simultaneous", not a "successive" conception. The accompa--
1 Einstein, 0£. cit.
2 Ibid.

nlment was Invented with the melody, and was usually written
In the fullest, most sonorous harmonic medium, four parts.
The composer invented the top part, fitted words to it, and
v/rote a contrasting, true instrumental supporting; bass part,
1
"incapable of having words directly added to it". It is
likewise very difficult, if at all possible, to add words to
the two middle parts which are almost always written in the
same clef, and which are nothing more than harmonic fillers.
These middle parts are in melodic form only because, as
Einstein says, harmonic division into chords v/as as yet un-
known. They are quite unimportant as far as the expressive
rendering of the pi^ce is concerned.
Not only is the harmonic scheme clear-cut, but also
its rhythm. The frottola, unlike the Burgundian chanson
with its flexible, wavering melodic line, is void of senti-
mentality. Each rhyming ending is emphasized firmly, often
harshly, with accented notes, and the melody is brought to a
close just as simply and decidedly.
In this connection Jeppesen affirms that the sixteenth
century loved clearness, directness and naturalness, that it
2
wanted not too much of the superfluous. In discussing six-
teenth century polyphony he says,
1 Einstein, 0£. cit.
2 Jeppesen, 0£. cit . , p. 23.
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The insistent demand for a voice leading that is step-
wise and even, as far as possible, was doubtless based... on
a psychological. . .reason and may very well have been con-
nected partly with the strong urge toward the simple and
natural, which is characteristic of this century, and partly
with an unconscious tendency to strengthen and fortify the
polyphonic element as against the chordal, which is notice-
ably gaining in influence during the century. 1
There are two types of frottola, one in duple, the
other in triple time. The duple time gains greatly in em-
phasis, if the rhyme is. . .monosyllabic, giving a clipped,
'masculine' effect; in this case the frottola becomes a song
of defiance, marchlike. 2
There is very little individuality in musical express-
ion among the composers of the frottole. Tromboncino and
Cara begin to show signs of realizing that there eould be an
expressive relationship between the words and music, but that
realization was slow to grow. It must be remembered, too,
that the stock of poetic themes was small, and likev/ise the
supply of musical forms. It was very easy to vary melodi-
cally a metrical scheme. No originality or special talent
was necessary.
Method of Performance
Allen says, "Even when medieval and Renaissance music
has been deciphered, one of the greatest problems of music
3
history remains - how it sounded in actual performance."
1 Jeppesen, o^. cit.
, p. 28.
2 Einstein, o^. cit .
3 Allen, ojq. cit . . p. 217.

On the same point Einstein reaffirms the familiar axiom that
a work in performance is a totally different thing from a
work on paper, ajid maintains that "Musical history, if it is
to have more than a purely 'philological' significance, must
always depict a living art, music which can be performed
and which appeals to the senses. Furthermore, it must in-
terpret such music in the light of the period in which it
1
was v/ritten."
Most encyclopedias and writers in defining the frottol*
say that they were set in four vocal parts. Einstein raises
these questions: Is this music really for four singers? Or
even for four performers? Jiay it not be intended for a solo-
ist, who was to sing one part, and play the others as ac-
companiment on a viol or lute? At any rate it is important
to realize that Petruccl's early prints supply only the
material for performance, not the method.
Einstein offers no arbitrary solution to the problem;
but he does cite many points of fact which indicate that
very probably the frottole were not generally performed by
four singers, but rather as vocal solos with instrumental
accompaniment. Petrucci printed ecclesiastical works in
single part-books, v;hlch would be used in performance. He
did not do this with the frottole. Hence the frottole in
1 Einstein, 0£. cit .
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the early prints, if performed by voices only, must have been
learned by heart or copied out in separate parts. In the
MS Magi. XIX, 141 —a compilation of frottole, strambotti,
carnival songs, 'carri*, and the like — only the 'carri'
and a few ballate with words are so arranged that they can
be sung by a quartet seated at a table, two on either side.
The writing is sufficiently large and clear to make this
possible. The manuscript contains a few frottole arranged
in the same way, but, says Einstein, clearly only because
the writer had begun this method and was unwilling to change.
Most of the frottole on the other hand are arranged so that
all the parts can be read by a single player or singer.
Use of Instruments .—It was formerly thought that
Renaissance vocal music was performed entirely a cappella.
This theory has long since been discarded as a result of
studies in the twentieth century. A study of thousands of
pictures from 1300 to 1600 reveals that instruments were
used much more extensively than formerly supposed. It is
also known that instrumental music played an important part
in the accompaniment of one or several voices of fifteenth
and sixteenth century music, all of which was by no means a
cappella. Dent says that the Sistine Chapel was possibly the
1
,
only place where vocal music was sung unaccompanied.
1 E.J. Dent, "Music of the Renaissance in Italy", Pro-
ceedings of the British Academy
, (London, 1933), Vol. XIX,
p. 236 footnote.

The lute was the favorite Instrument of the times and
was found In almost every house. The vast literature for
the lute is not immediately available for study because it
is written, not in ordinary notation, but in so-called lute
tablature, quite difficult to decipher. Einstein gives evi-
dence that Trombonclno, after leaving Mantua, practiced pro-
fessionally in Venice an art pursued for its own sake by en-
thusiastic amateurs, the art of singing to his own lute ac-
companiment. There is also a letter by a Trombonclno —be-
lieved by Einstein in view of evidence to be Bartolomeo
Trombonclno —in which he says that he has written a piece
with only lute accompaniment, in three parts without alto.
Therefore anyone wishing to sing it a cappella must add an
alto part. The method of writing a work for single voice
with lute accompaniment without an alto part is the exact
method used by a Francesco Bossinensis in 1507 in transcrib-
ing four-part frottole for solo voice and lute. He auto-
matically omitted the alto and arranged the tenor and bass
in tablatxire. The frottole could be performed by a singer
and three accompanying viols, or even four —one in unison
with the melody — , but the accompaniment was more likely to
be played by a lute in the case of a serenade, or by a key-
board instrument in a concert performance.
In summation Einstein points out again that the method
of performance, whether purely vocal or with Instrumental

accompaniment, was left by Petruccl to be determined by popu*
lar custom of the period. The frottole could, as other writ-
ers state, be sung a cappella by fitting the words to all
the parts. This fitting of words is often a difficult prob-
lem, but one which perhaps was more easily done by the singers
In those days, since great freedom was exercised. "Two or
more syllables could be interrupted by a rest, words and
phrases could be repeated. There are cases in which the text,
proving too long to fit the top part, is completed in the
1
lower parts." Regardless of how the frottole were performed,
the fact remains that the top part dominates; the lower ones
merely accompany.
As in all homophonic music, the sense and expressiveness
of the composition is collected and concentrated in the
melody.. ..It is so significant as almost to place the matter
beyond doubt, that Pietro Aron,. in his Lucidario (1545), a
work dealing with the first two decades of the century, de-
scribes both Tromboncino and Cara as lutenists, 'cantorl al
liuto*, rather than as 'cantori a libro' ,2
Place of the Frottole in the Evolution of Music
The trend during the last decade in teaching music
history has been to emphasize that all changes are gradual
and the result of logical development, that there have been
no revolutions in music, and that the innovations of today
or any other day were hinted at some hundreds of years before.
1 Einstein, 02« cit .
2 Ibid.
(i
So it is that in the light of present-day musicological re-
search it can be seen that the frottola was a seed from which
many other and more important forms sprang. As Jeppesen saySj
"in the secular songs technical refinements often suffered
because of the demands of popular taste, but experiments
1
flourished". It is in this secular music that are found
most of the elements which were new at the time and which
were the means of further development. The last of the col-
lections of frottole was published in 1531» The Italian
wave had subsided again, and the Netherlanders once again
took up their reign, A new form, the madrigal, came as a
reaction against the frivolity and vulgarity of the popular
frottola. The early madrigals "took over the musical tech-
nique of the frottola, and indeed there is really not very
nuch difference betv/een the two as far as the music is con-
cerned. The madrigals, like the frottole, are simole and
2
mainly homophonic in treatment..." The art exemplified in
the frottole books from 1504 to 1525 began to disappear, as
already stated, around the year 1530 never to reappear until
about the end of the century and then in new form and spirit,
the monody, the accompanied song.
In 1619 Monteverdi published his seventh book of mad-
rigals in which appeared a love letter which in the words of
Einstein is an example of
1 Jeppesen, 0£. cit . , p. 24,
2 Dent, op . cit., p. 24,

the first blossoming of monodic music... Such a composi-
tion —example of pure and declamatory style in which there
is no concession made for an arioso style --ha.s always aroused,
admiration, as well as diffidence among historians of music.
...The 'new style* in its characteristic structure of ex-
pressive declamation, based upon a figured bass, constituted
a novelty, but it did not come out of nothing. 1
It, too, has a formal historical ancestry, and there can be
seen steps of development in the preceding century. The dif-
ficulty lies in the fact that many of these steps and forms
in the development remained in the field of improvisation
and thus are lacking in documentary evidence. Einstein re-
lates that several times in copying monodies from manuscripts
of the 1600 's, he has found purely Italian tendencies and fornls
which flourished a century before in the time of the frottola,
An outstanding example of this declamatory monodic style,
appearing in the early 1500's, and thought for so many years
to be an innovation of the early l600's, is included among
the Latin compositions of the frottole in this paper: a
setting of the seventh Heroide of Ovid by Tromboncino, pub-
lished by Antico, the rival of Petrucci, in I516. In other
words this famous love letter of Monteverdi and works by
his contemporaries have as their model the Italian frottola
of the preceding century. Carrying this monodic style one
step further brings us to the opera with the beginnings of
which Monteverdi is so famously associated.
1 Alfred Einstein, "La prima lettera amorosa in musi-
ca". La Ressep;na Musicale , February, 1937.
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Another line of development which had the frottola
as its root is suggested "by Einstein.
In the frottola, with four parts as the standard, we
find the first expression of these principles: that four parts
are sufficient for full harmony; that they are the purest,
most transparent vehicle for all textures of sound; and that
their use allows of the most satisfactory compromise betvreen i
the demands of harmony and counterpoint - that is to say of
polyphony. Thus the modest Mantuan frottola is the root
from which are [sic] eventually to spring the chorale of
Johann Sebastian Bach. 1
1 Einstein, A History of the Italian Madrigal. The
author himself has suggested that the quotation be omitted
from this paper since it is a "little far-fetched and ad-
venturous". However, it was felt that the point is well
worth considering, particularly since actual examples of
frottollstlc compositions Included in this thesis make such
a possibility conceivable to say the least.

III. INTRODUCTION TO THE LATIN COMPOSITIONS
OF THE FROTTOLE
This very lengthy exposition of the frottola was felt
to be necessary as an Introduction to the main concern of
this study: a presentation and discussion of the twelve Latin
compositions which appear in the available frottole prints,
including over a thousand compositions. These Latin composi-
tions are not frottole in the real sense, but are written in
the frottolistic manner. They are much more serious in vein
than the frottole in the native Italian tongue, and the fact
that many of the texts are those of the famous Latin poets
shows that the interest in humanism of the Renaissance period
penetrated, too, the art of music.
Each composition. Its text and its composer will be
discusse^^ separately; but first a summary of the humanistic
movement is Included for a better understanding of the close
connection between these compositions and the period in
which they were v^rritten,
1
Summary of the Humanistic Movement
At the close of the Middle Ages many conditions —
social, political, moral and religious —produced among the
1 J. A. Symonds, The Renaissance in Italy , Vol. I, The
Revival of Learning, Chapters I - IX, (New York, date not
given), Modern Library Edition, Is the source for the mater-
ial Included in this summary.

Italians a self-conscious, mentally mature type of character
unique In Europe at that time. The Renaissance movement
could not have progressed as It did without the stimulus of
such Intellects as conditions and Ideals developed. The very
causes which had made political union In Italy Impossible
at the same time were most favorable to the Intellectual
growth of the Italians. Each state at the close of the
Middle Ages had developed Its own mixed society of nobles,
merchants and artisans, a society Independent of those of
other states, a society Individualized by local customs and
general conditions peculiar to Its state. Likewise every
town was a center of activity, proud of Its own particular
characteristics, eager to compete with and outstrip other
towns. Of Important consequences was the fact that In those
towns a man achieved fame and success not as a result of his
birth, but because of his qualities as a man and his achieve-
ments. There grew up an aristocracy, not necessarily of the
nolBle born, but of men of genius and character. Such an
aristocracy was to be found nowhere else in Europe at that
time. The history of the Italian Renaissance is drawn from
lives and achievements of a considerable number of individu-
alistic men of high character and genius, who absorbed the
Renaissance spirit within themselves and reflected it in
their far-reaching accomplishments.
One had to develop a powerful individuality to sue-

ceed under such a system. The education of those individuals
was two-fold: in the religion of the Middle Ages and later
in the schools of Greece and Rome. The resultant personal
struggle between tradition and new ideals was bound to have
a different effect on different minds and personalities.
Dante, who remained within the bounds of medieval thought?,
Is said to have immortalized in verse the centxiries behind
him and at the same time to have inaugurated a new age.
Petrarch on the other hand opened a new era. Petrarch's
spirit could not resist the fascinating appeal which anti-
quity presented, but chose what suited him from both the
present and the past. The revival of learning, begun by
him, was more than a renewal of interest in classic litera-
ture; It was the awakening of man to a realisation of his
powers and rights as an individual , not just a member of a
group. That realisation led to a broad tolerance In matters
of fashion, faith and conduct.
The enthusiasm for antiquity led the Italians to a
firm belief that the right to eternity lay only in culture,
and that a very Important way to culture was through litera-
ture. To be a scholar was in their minds to save themselves
from perdition.
The new birth of the classic spirit which occurred in
the fifteenth century had its true note, Symonds believes.

not in the paganism of the Renaissance, real as it v/as, but
in the liberation of man's reason v^hich resulted from his
newly acquired belief that the best gifts of the spirit had
been enjoyed by the peoples of antiquity, Man began to re-
gard himself as a noble person, not only as a sinner. The
men of the revival did not of necessity cease to be Ghrist-
i8.ns. That many of them failed to gain a true perspective
is to be regretted.
The reconquest of the classic world of thought throiigh
the masterpieces of G-reek and Latin literature was not the
only aspect of the Renaissance; but it is thought by Symonds
to be by far the most important achievement of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries. Men began to see and be impressed
by the achievements of men of other faiths, ideals and im-
pulses in the ages of the past and realized that they might
accomplish like achievements. Hence there began tremendous
activities of research into things of interest in the sur-
rounding world.
The word humanism connotes to Symonds the "new and
vital perception of the dignity of man as a rational being
apart from theological determinations, and... the further
perception that classic literature alone displayed human
1
nature in the plenitude of intellectual and moral freedom",
1 Symonds, 0£. cit. , p. 363.

That explains both the Intense devotion to the literature of
Greece and Rome that marks the whole Renaissance period, and
also the watchv/ord of the age, the "Lltterae Kumaniores".
The professors of the new wisdom were called humanists.
Petrarch, 1304 - 1374, is recognized as the first and
in some respects the greatest of the humanists. Symonds
1
calls him the "discoverer of modern culture". Petrarch be-
came a model for followers in the field of scholarship, leav-
ing the powerful imprint of his genius on all succeeding
Italisji humanism. His greatness lay perhaps in his sense of
perspective. He realized that* Christianity was a possession
more to be treasured than paganism, and that in acquiring
the culture of the ancients one must never lose the virtues
nor the hopes of a Christian. Had the other humanists had
the same philosophy, their movement might have been longer
lived.
The humanistic movement may be divided into four prin-
2
cipal periods, briefly as follov/s :
The first period , starting with Petrarch and including
the lives and works of those men whom he personally influ-
enced, was the age of inspiration and discovery, when enthu-
siasm for antiquity was generated and what classics there
1 Symonds, og. cit . . p. 369.
2 Ibid , p. 403.
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were available were accumulated.
The second period , the age of arrangement and transla-
tion, was characterized by the founding of the first great
libraries, the earnest study of Greek and the translation
Into Latin of the Greek authors.
Ih the third period , the age of the academies, the Platon-
ic Academy at Florence, that of Pontanus at Naples, that of
Pomponius Laetus in Rome, and that of Aldus Manutius at Ven-
ice were founded. Scholarship began to show a marked im-
provement in matters connected with style and taste. The
scholars of this period purified the coarse style of medieval
Latinists, introduced methods of criticism and distinguished
the characteristics of the authors and the periods they stu-
died. In this period, also, Italian literature, abandoned
temporarily in the first enthusiasm for the classics, began
to receive almost as much attention as the classics. The
rapid spread of printing, begun in this period, was to result
in the downfall of the humanists as a class.
The fourth period , the age of the purists, was marked by
an exclusive attention to aesthetic and stylistic scholarship
and by a gradual decline of learning. Erudition was on the
point of crossing and talking root beyond the Alps.
The so-called revival of learning was accomplished be-
fore the close of the fifteenth century. At that time the

scholars lost their place to courtiers, men of the world, who
prided themselves on general culture. As knowledge of the
classics became widespread, chiefly through printing, mere
reputation of sound scholarship was not enough to insure
celebrity, A man of letters had to give proof of his genius
by some original application of the knowledge he had acquired.
The renewed interest in Italian literature had a great deal
to do with the change of attitude on the part of the public.
The Italians became interested in effecting a revival of an-
tiquity in their own writings. They began to regard them-
selves as heirs of Rome, separated from the brilliant Latin
civilisation by ten centuries of ignorance. Very earnestly
they strove to advance the culture of Italy from the point
where the Roman poets had left it. Humanism penetrated all
Intellectual activity, and all the fine arts --painting,
sculpture, and music, to a lesser degree — felt its influ-
ence.
In summation Symonds says.
The services of the humanists as commentators, translators,
critics of text, compilers of grammars and dictionaries of
all kinds, collectors of miscellaneous information, and v/rit-
ers on antiquity, still remain to be remembered. .. .ViHiatever
we may think of them as men of letters, we are bound to give
their erudition almost unqualified praise.... It is not too
much to say that modern culture, so far as it is derived
from antiquity, ov/es everything to the indefatigable energy
!. of the humanists. ... it was they who created the new atmos-
||phere of culture, wherein whatever is luminous in art, lit-
erature, science, criticism, and religion has since flour-
jished. Though we may perceive that they obeyed a false au-
thority - that of the classics, and worshipped a false idol -

style, yet modern liberty must render them the meed of thanks
When we consider that before the sixteenth century had closedj
they had imbued the v;hole Italian nation with their viev/s,
forming a new literature, directing every kind of mental
activity, and producing a new social tone, and furthermore
that Italy in the sixteenth century impressed her spirit on
the rest of Europe, we have a right to hail the humanists as
the schoolmasters of modern civilisation.
1
1 Symonds, oj^. cit » , p. 578. For a discussion of the
weaknesses of the humanists see Symonds, Vol. I, Chapter X,

IV. THE LATIN COMPOSITIONS
Tfie Latin compositions in the frottole are a supple-
ment to the compositions of Petrarch texts --canzoni, sonnets,
and madrigals —which are to be found in increasing number
from Book IV to Book XI of Petrucci*s prints. The following
compositions, transcribed into modern notation, are presented^}
Inhospitas per Alpes Pesenti
Quis Furor Tanti Rabiesque Morbi, . .Cara
Quercus Luprano
Laura Romanis Lauro
Dulces Exuvie • • • • .Anonymous
Di s simulare Luprano
Quicunque Ilie Fuit Cara
Aspicias Tromboncino
"Ad Batillam" Tromboncino
Integer Vitae Pesenti
Integer Vitae • .Tromboncino
Solvitur Acris Caprioli



ho
INHOSPITAS PER ALPES
1
Latin text . Tlie poet is anonymous although very probably he
was a contemporary one, a humanist. This text is not classi-
cal, but is an imitation of the Italian oda in Latin. Scheme
abbe
c d d e
e f f s
...
Inhospitas per Alpes
Per horridos recessus
Merenti pede fessus
Euagabor
.
Alumna Tartari strix
Phalanx tenebricosa
Bubo Nictimene osa
Aues minutas.
Feras ibi ad precabor
Mouebo aues uolantis
Sylue frondicomantis
Ad cacumen.
Recens ubique flumen
Agent ocelli et ora
Semper multicanora
Et querele.
Loco ultima medele
PiOS cauebo -^cetus
Fit crusella letus
Assitibo.
Celeno aello acutas
Pedis rapatioris
Iras ferte et odoris
Hue mephytim.
Bocornium uiritim
Cohors ueni proterua,
Nec non torua caterua
Capri crurum.
Atrox agreste durum
G-enus Orabro Locus ta
Me per singula frustra
Dissipate.
Volens pericla adibo
Vlyxis Hersulisque
Nam mors grata leusque
Et apta uicto.
Adeste derelicto
Lupa Vrsa Linx Leena
Alee Tygris Hiena
Dorcas Hystrix.
Sed hinc at inde strate
Gemunt fere Nemusque
Singulantibus usque
MurmuriHi s.
Piisque turturillis
Sonant salicta anhela
lam flet me philomela
Pro nepote.
At at magis remote
Plage ocylus petende
Trans te phase tremende
Et arua rheni.
1 Petrucci, Frottole, Buch I und IV , Rudolf Schwartz,
editor (Leipzig, 1935). "
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Meaning!; of the text * The imaginary person who speaks these
lines has failed to win the respect of his fellow men, and,
tired out from the cares of the v;orld, has decided to take
his deserving feet through the inhospitable Alps, where in
spite of the wild animals, he feels sure that in nature he
will be able to find the solace he needs.
This is another expression of the Renaissance Interest
in the beauty and consolation of nature.
Pesenti. All that is known of Mi chela Pesenti is that he
was born in Verona, and that he was a priest. He was a pro-
lific composer, dividing the honors of the first printed
collection of frottole almost eouallv with Tromboncino and
Cara.
Music . This composition v/ill show what the Italian composers
were trying to do. It is decidedly raonodic, the melody be-
ing flowing and rather pleasing. The accompaniment for the
most part is chordal, showing the nev; attempt at getting away
from the contrapuntal style of the Netherlanders. The comp-
osition is extended by repeating the final line of the text
to the same melody with the exception of the final cadence.
In the repetition the harmonization is slightly changed. It
will be noticed that there is as yet little or no attempt to
make the melody expressive of the text. The florid touch on
the words merenti pede , for example, is not quite consistent
with the meaning r>f +>.o +^^4-.
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QUIS FUROR TANTI RABIESQUE MORBI
Latin text *
Quis furor tantl rabiesque morbl
Quae lues quae vis anlmum fatigat
Quod malum serplt vorat et medullas
Dulce venerium
En genae turgent lachrima perennl
Corpus in somno teneatur esto
Nec Ceres vires reficit cadentes
Nec levat artus
Urit in vulnus data plaga latum
In cicatricem reditura nunquam
Desine et laetos age due triumphos
Vinci s amantem
Sic ames semper potiare nunquam
Sic ames semper nec ameris unquam
Sic tibi erati Venus et Cupido
Triste minentur.
1
Translation of the text .
V/hat fury and madness, what plague and violence of such
heavy disease harass the spirit! vVhat a dire sweet poison
steals upon me and consumes the marrow of my
bones.
Lo, my cheeks are swollen with perpetual weeping, even
though my body is held in slumber; food does not restore my
failing strength nor lighten my limbs.
The blow struck burns into a gaping wound v/hich v/ill
never heal in a scar. Only cease, and come, celebrate thy
glad triumphs; thou conquerest the lover.
So mayest thou love, ever, and never attain; so mayest
thou be distraught, and may Venus and Cupid cruelly menace
thee*
Marco Car
a
. The name karco Cara, together with that of Bar-
tolomeo Tromboncino, stands out above those of his contempo-
1 Andrea Antico, Canzoni Sonetti Strambotti Frottole
Libro Tertio, Alfred Einstein, editor, (Northampton, 1941).
Introduction. Smith College Music Archives. Number IV, p. vi:
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rarles, as well by the quality as by the number of his works.
Cara was a native of Verona. Ke went to the court of Mantua
before 1495 and was closely associated with Isabella. In the
summer of that year he accompanied the Margrave on a campaign;
Cara was Francesco Gonzaga's special favorite. Later, with
the lute-player Angelo Testagrossa, "he helped to dispel the
boredom of his captivity in the Toresella prison, after he
had been captured by the Venetian republic in 1509. He [Cara]
was to continue to lighten his master's spirits with his
1
songs, when the Margrave lay ill of venereal disease."
Francesco was one of the first victims of the famous plague
which swept over Europe at that time. One of these songs is
this Quis Furor, a Latin ode in the Sapphic metre of Horace,
on the subject of syphilis,
Cara also enjoyed the protection of Isabella, who in 1512
gave him the hand of one of her 'damigelle' [young ladiei
,
Giovanna de Marasechl, famed for her skill in singing, and
coveted on that account by several courts. In 1503 she [Isa-
bella] had sent him to Venice, with a singer G-iovanna, to
cheer the Duchess Elisabetta of Urbino, [Isabella's sister-in-
lawl famous as the leader of the noble circle depicted in the
Cortegiano. .. .Lorenzo Gusnasco da Pavia, the famous clavier-
maker, ...wrote to Mantua: 'They sing really well, to the de-
light of those who hear them; listeners from Venice confess
that they have never heard better...'—a noteworthy remark,
which shows that Venice did not at that time set the standard
in secular music. Cara's singing to the lute also delighted
two Venetian ambassadors.
.
.who spent two days in Mantua on
In August 1516 Cara sent to the Marchese in France '4 libri
di canti, frottole' . . . .His fame spread all over Italy, to a
1 Einstein, A History of the Italian Madri.o;al.

greater extent than did Trombonclno ' s, and it is a signifi-
cant piece of information that some of his v.'orks reached
even as far as France ... .Probably Gara did not die till the
thirties, having become a citizen of Mantua in 1525. We find
him setting verses by Luigi Gassola after this date, and as
late as 1535 v/orks of his appear in an anthology. 1
Gara was a most timid man. For example, he was bidden
to court by the Duke of Milan in 1512, but feared the Journey
through a Lombardy filled with noise of war, and furthermore
dared not break at once with his pupil Roberto Avanzinl.
Music . This is a very simple melody, the first half descend-
ing sequentially, v/ith the second half getting a fresh start,
as it were, on a high pitch again. The accompaniment again
is interesting because of the innovations shown. It is much
more often chordal than polyphonic, and sounds in several
places a good deal like a Bach chorale. Notice the uneven
phrases, for example, seven measures between quod and medullas
when one expects eight. Interesting, too, is the instrument-
al interlude between the verses, as though Gara might pur-
posely have made his composition longer to distract Fran-
cesco's thoughts from his malady.
2
Andrea Antico. Andrea Antico, the first imitator and rival
of Petrucci, was born in Istria between 1470 and 1480. He
was a priest, and went, around 1500 it is thought, to Venice,
1 Einstein, 02. cit .
2 Antico, 22. cit.. Introduction, p. x.

perhaps as a composer, although the only available documen-
tary evidence shows him a composer of secular works. In his
collections of frottole Petrucci included some of Antico's
works.
Shortly before 1510 Antico established himself as a
music publisher, and printed a publication, dated October 9,
1510, of frottole, about half of v^hich were stolen from Pe-
trucci 's publications. Six years later Antico was openly
acknowledged a rival of Petrucci. In his third book of
frottole, reprinted in 1518, Andrea procured the compositions
himself from the musicians of Isabella and Francesco G-onzaga
at Mantua. Antico's last printings of which there is a rec-
ord are dated 1537. There is no record of the date nor the
place of his death.
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QUERCUS
Latin text.
Quercus iuncta columna est
Quercu iuncta Oolumna est
I^lectunt vincula quercum
Nectunt vincla Golumnam.
Nulla haec saecula solvent
Vlncunt vincula tempus
Sic Lucrezia marcum
Marcus vinciat.
Qui victoria famam
Aeternum merito effert
Iras negligat aevi
Quercus vincla Columna.
Translation of text .
An oak is united with a pillar.
The marriage ties join together the oak and Colonna.
No centuries will dissolve these ties.
Ties overrule time.
So let Lucre tia bind herself to xViarcus
And Marcus himself to Lucretia.
\'/hoever brings everlasting honor to her husband
Let her not heed the angry passions of a lifetime;
Let him think not of his bonds.
Comment. Here is evidence that music was commissioned in
those days, too. This is a wedding song composed, music and
text, by Filippo de Luprano. The inscription is translated:
"l, Filippo de Luprano, have made the music and the auspi-
cious words." This wedding united two very important families
of Rome, the della Rovere and the Colonna and is mentioned

1
by Pastor, who relates that Harcantonio Golorma and Lucre tia
della Rovere, niece of Pope Julius II, were married in July,
1506. Noble and great weddings used Latin texts for their
songs of entertainment after the ceremony. Weddings of the
lower classes had Italian words. It is interesting to know
that Petruccl dedicated the whole of his ninth book of frot-
tole to Luoretia della Rovere and Marco Colonna. This comp-
osition is the first in the book. The significance of the
word quercus lies in the fact that in the della Rovere coat
of arms is an oak.
Fllippo de Luprano . Filippo de Luprano was another composer
with a large output, but nothing definite is known about him
excepting his name. If "de Lupra.no" means "da Lourana"
Luprano would have been born in Istria. Einstein thinks he
may be identical with the Filippo Lapaccino, musician, or-
ganist and composer of frottole, s.nd pupil of a friar Fran-
cesco. This Filippo figures in the early history of the
Mantuan court masques, and in 1482 is quoted as a Florentine
priest. If this is so, Filippo de Luprano must have helped
to establish the musical connection between Florence and
Mantua. Pastor gives an interesting hint as to the fact that
Filippo must have been in Rome at the time of the wedding,
2
1506.
1 Ludwig Pastor, History of the Popes
.
(St. Louis,
1906, Third Edition), Vol. VI, p. 260.
2 Pastor, loc. clt.

Music * Quercus is one of the more interesting of these Latin
compositions. The melody is rather pleasing and has rhythmic
variety. The whole composition is more artistic than the
others discussed so far. The accompaniment is less awkward
and more musical. There is a more skillful blending of the
contrapuntal style with the new harmonic or chordal style.
The bass, although a real bass, is smoother, has a more
flowing line, than some of the others.
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LAURA ROMANIS
Latin text.
Laura roma.nis decorata pompls
Laura cui numquam foliijun senescit
Laura cui nomen pudibunda virgo
Versa re li quit
Me quera dlgnerls facie serena
Sumere servum.
Translation of text.
0 laurel, an emblem of honor in Roman parades,
0 laurel, v/hose leaves are ever green,
0 laurel, whose name a shameful maiden has abandoned as use-
less.
Be thou chosen as a serva.nt to me, whom you deem worthy be-
cause of aristocratic brow.
The poet is anonymous, although in view of the meaning
of the text it might conceivably have been de Lauro, the comp-
oser. There is no evidence, however, that such is the case.
Girolamo de Lauro. There seems to be no information available
about de Lauro.
Music . The delayed entrance of the first v/ord, the only in-
stance of it among the tv;elve, gives more prominence to the
melody. The inequality of the lengths of the phrases stands
out more clearly here ths.n in many of the other compositions.
The syncopation in the second bar of the second part is rather
striking. Again there is a real bass. The middle parts are
contrapuntal except in the fourth bar, digneris , where the
block chords stand out strongly from the rest of the composi-
tlon. It is not an artistic composition but Is another evi-

dence of the experiraents of the time. Hov/ like a Bach
chorale the ending is!
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DULCES EXUVIE
1
Latin text.
"dulces exuviae, dum fata deusque sinebant,
accipite hanc animam, meque his exsolvite curis.
vixi et, quern dederat cursum Fortuna, peregl,
et nunc magna mei sub terras ibit imago,
urbem praeclarum statui, mea moenia vidi,
ulta virum poenas inimico a fratre recepi,
felix, heul nimium felix, si litora tanturn
numquam Dardaniae tetigissent nostra carinael"
dixit et OS impressa toro, "moriemur inultae,
sed moriamur, alt, "sic, sic luvat ire sub umbras,
hauriat hunc oculis ignem crudelis ab alto
Dardanus et secum nostrae ferat omina mortis."
2
Translation of text.
"O relics once dear, while Q-od and Fate allov/edl
take my spirit and relea-se me from my woes!
I have lived, I have finished the course that
Fortune gave; and now in majesty my shade shall
pass beneath the earth - A noble city I have built;
my own walls I have seen; avenging my husband, I
have exacted punishment from my brother and foe -
happy, ahl too happy, had but the Dardan keels
never touched our shores I " She spoke, a.nd bury-
ing her face in the couch, "I shall die unavenged,"
she cries, "but let me diel 'Thus, thus I go gladly
into the darki Let the cruel Dardan' s eyes drink
in this fire from the deep, and carry v/ith him the
omen of my deathl"
Composer. Anonymous.
Music. This settinp: of Dido's famous last v/ords shows the
harmonic innovation more consistently throughout the composi-
tion than the others examined so far. The whole effect, more-
over, is rather pleasing, in spite of the opening and closing
chords which lack the third, and the series of parallel
1 Vergil, Aeneid, Book IV, 11 651-662, Loeb Classical
Library Edition, (New York, 1927).
2 Ibid. Translation by H. Rusbton Fairclou^h.

fourths between the melody and the tenor in the fourth last
bar. This composition is much less awkward and forced than,
for example, the dip;neris in the preceding composition.
The melody again is not expressive of the text.
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DISSIMULARE
Latin text . Vergil, Aeneid, Book IV, 11 305 - 308.
Dissimulare etiam sperastl perfide tantum
Posse nefas Tacitusque mea decedere terra
Nec te noster amor nec te data dextera
quondam Nec moritura tenet crudell funere Dido?
1
Translation of the text.
"False onel didst thou hope also to cloak so
foul a crime, and to pass from my land in silence?
Can neither our love keep thee, nor the pledge
once given, nor the doom of a cruel death for Dido?
II
Music. The effect of declamation is more apparent in this
melody than in the others so far examined. It is very much
in the style of a recitative. Here as in Quercus is a blend-
ing of the old contrapuntal style with the new chordal ten-
dency. The composition is most interesting, not for the
sound, which is by no means particularly pleasing, but for
the many evidences of the experiments. Interesting to note
are the added chords at the final cadence presumably for a
more definite sense of finality. 'Aether accidentally or
otherwise the harmonic color of the composition, minor through
out, seems in keeping with the mood of the text. However,
the setting can hardly be said to match the drama.tic intensity
of the text.
1 Vergil, 0£. cit. Translated by H. Rushton Fair-
clough.

Vergil in Music
In an article showing that musicians throughout near-
ly ten centuries of musical art have probably made one of
the largest contributions to the interpretation and criticism
of the poet, Vergil, Strunk says that at the close of the
fifteenth century and during the following one, Vergil's
lines seem to have had an extraordinary fascination for com-
posers who, "aroused no doubt by the widespread revival of
Interest in the art and literature of Antiquity, vied with
one another in their settings of favorite passages from the
1
Aeneid . " Strunk mentions the Filippo de Luprano setting of
Dido's last words, but not the a.nonymous setting of "Dulces
exuvie"
.
It might be said here that the Eclogues of Vergil,
while apparently not set to music in the sixteenth century,
nevertheless had a great influence on the music of tha.t
century through the innumerable Italian imitators of the
Eclogues, particularly Jacopo Sonnazaro with his Arcadia *
1 Oliver W. Strunk, "Vergil in Music", Musical
Quarterly , Vol. XVI, No. h (1930).
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QUICUNQUE ILLE FUIT
1
Latin text.
Quicunque ille fuit puerum qui pinxit amorem
Non ne putas mlras himc habuisse manus
Hie primiim vidit sine sensu vivere ainantes
Et levibus curis magna perire bona
Idem non frustra ventosas addidit alas
Fecit et humano corde volare deum
Scilicet alterna quoniam iactamur in unda
Et mostraque non vilis permanet aura locis
Et merito amatis manus est armata sagittis
Et pharetra ex humero Gnosia utroque iacet
Ante ferit quoniam tuti quam cernimus ho stem
Nec quisquam ex illo vulnere sanus abit
In me tela manent: manet et puerilis imago
Sed certe pennas perdidit ille suas,
2
Translation of text.
Whoe'er he was first painted Love in likeness
of a boy, thinks 't thou not his hands had
v/ondrous skill? . .
.
but of 3. truth he has lost his wings...
Music. V/hat could be more chorale-like than this composi-
tion which illustrates beautifully the nev/ harmonic tenden-
cies of the period as well as the trend toward homophonic
writing?
1 Antico, 22. cit. No. 21.
2 Propertius, Elegie II, 12, Loeb Classical Library
Edition, (New York, 1925). Translated by Grant Showerman.
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ASPICIAS
Latin text *
Aspiclas utinam, quae sit scribentis imago.
Scriblmus et greinio troianus ensis adest:
Perque genas lacrimae strictum labuntur in ensem:
Qui Jam pro lacrimis sanguine tinctus erit.
Quam bene conveniunt fato tua munera nostro.
Instruis impensa nostra sepulcra brevi
Nec mea nunc pritnum feriuntur pectora telo:
Ille locus saevi vulnus amoris habet.
Anna soror, soror Anna meae male conscia culpae,
lam dabis in cineres ultima dona meos.
Nec, consumpta rogis inscribar Elisa Sychaei.
Hoc tamen in tumuli marmore carmen erit:
Praebuit Aeneas et causam mortis, et ensem
Ipsa sua Dido concidit sua manu.
1
Translation of text.
Gould you but see nov/ th- face of her who writes
these v/ordsl I write, and the Trojan's blade is
ready in my lap. Over my cheeks the tears roll,
and fall upon the drawn steel —which soon shall
be stained v;ith blood instead of tears. How
fitting is your gift in my hour of fate I You
furnish forth my death, at a cost but slight. Nor
does my heart now for the first time feel a
weapon's thrust; it already bears the wound of
cruel love.
Anna my sister, my sister Anna, wretched sharer
in the knowledge of my fault, soon shall you
give to my ashes the last boon. Nor when I have
been consumed upon the pyre, shall my inscription
read: Elissa, Wife of Sychaeus; yet there shall
be on the marble of my tomb these lines;
From Aeneas came the eause of her death, and from
him the blade; from the hand of Dido herself
came the stroke by which she fell,
1 Ovid, Heroides, Loeb Classical l^ibrary Edition,
(New York, 192^7'. Translated by Grant Showerman.

Bartolomeo Trombone 1 no . Tromboncino was the son of the Ven-
etian piper Bernardo Piffero of Verona who was employed at
Mantua before 1487, but returned to Venice in the nineties.
Sometime in the nineties Bartolomeo was employed at the
Mantuan court, and with his rise and that of Gara, secular
music, as has been seen before, made an attempt to free it-
self from foreign influences. Isabella's correspondence
with outstanding poets of the day, v/ho sent her words to be
set to music by Tromboncino, shows that he was held in high
esteem by the poets and musicians of his day, outside as well
as within the comparatively small Mantuan circle. Shortly
before 1501 Tromboncino, probably because of a prank, lost
his position at Mantua,
In 1502 Tromboncino was commissioned to compose one
of the vocal intermezzi in the performance of the Asinaria
of Plautus, and some other works for the marriage festivities
of Lucretia Borgia and the Duke of Ferrara. The wedding of
a Pope's dau.ghter would be a ceremony of utmost splendour,
and the fact that Tromboncino was commissioned to write the
music for such an occasion is proof of his fame.
This fame undoubtedly was the reason for his regain-
ing his position at Mantua shortly after the wedding. In
1513, however, Tromboncino seems to have been again in Ferra-
ra. Before 1519 he set a madrigal by Michelangelo, "the
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words of which could only have been given him by the master
himself or by one of his friends, for Michelangelo's verses
1
were not printed in his lifetime." Consequently Tromboncino
must at that time have been in Florence. In 1530 and again
in 1535 he is known to have been in Venice, and evidence
points to his having adopted the profession of occasional
composer or free-lance musician, "with his headquarters in
Venice, whence he supolied the rest of North Italy with de-
2
dicatory pieces, 'mascherate' [masquerades] and festal songs."
He also sang professionally to his own lute accompaniment.
He died soon after 1535> by v;hich time the frottola, the
art-form which he represented was already doomed, and the
Netherlanders had once again returned to popularity and
favor.
Music. This is by far the lonp;est and most artistic of the
Latin compositions in the group. The old contrapuntal
style and the new harmonic tendencies are more skillfully
and artistically blended in the accompanying voices than in
any of the others. The most noteworthy feature, however, is
the melody which is pure declamation, artistically composed.
The melody is exceptionally smooth flowing, varied tonally
and rhythmically, and most expressive, if not of the text.
This is the composition which is so striking a parallel to
1 Einstein, A History of the Italian Madris;al.
2 Ibid.

the Monteverdi love letter mentioned in the introduction.
Certainly this composition could only have been written for
a society well versed in the arts.





"AD BATILLAM"
Latin text*
Gum rides mihi basium negasti
Burn ploras mihi basium dedistl
Una in tristitia libens benigna es,
Una in laetitia volens severa es.
Nata est de lacrimis mihi voluptas
De risu doflor 0 miseri amantesi
Sperate simul omnia et timete.
Translation of the text.
IrVhen you smile you refuse me a kiss,
When you weep you give me a kiss.
You are ready in sadness, you are generous.
Only in Joy you are harsh of your own free will.
My pleasure was born of tears.
My sorrow born of laughter.
Alas, poor lovers, hope ye for everything, yet fear.
Music * The melody, tonally, is not on the whole very inter-
esting, but it is varied rhythmically, and has a few florid
touches v;hich add to the smoothness of the line — for example
on the v/ords dum , dedisti, (second cadence), mihi and miseri .
In the middle parts we have again that curious mixture of
contrapuntal a.nd harmonic styles, not as skillfully blended
as in some of the other compositions. These accompanying
parts improve the melody quite definitely — for example be-
tween the words mihi and libens, when the alto frequently is
above the melody. There is one very effective measure, on
the word sperate at the top of the last page, where the
purely harmonic treatment seems to give intensity to the

text, ^i/hether this was done consciously or not is hard to
say, but it could conceivably have been so. It is also im-
possible to know whether or not the composition was extended
for purely musical reasons or to give emphasis to the last
thought of the text. At any rate it is effective even though,
again, the melody is not expressive of the text.
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INTEaER VITAE
1
Latin text .
Integer vitaB scelerlsque purus,
Non eget mauris iaculis nec arcu,
Nec ueneaatls graulda sagittis.
Fusee, pharetra.
Slue per syrtes iter aestuosas,
Siue facturus per inhospitalem
CaucaBum, uel quae loca fabulosus
Lamblt idaspes.
Nanque me Sylua lupus in sabina,
Dum ineam canto lalsrren et ultra
Terminum curis aagor expeditus
Fugit inermem.
Quate portentum neque militaris
Daunias latis alit esculetis,
Nec lube tellus general leoniAin
Arrida nutrix.
Pone me pigris, ubl nulla campis
Arbor estiva recreatur umbra,
Quod latus mundi nebule malusque
luppiter urget.
Pone sub curru nimium propinqui
Solis, in terra domibus negata:
Dulce ridentem lalagem amabo,
Dulce ridentem (sc, loquentem),
2
Translation of the text *
From the Righteous Man
even the Wild Beasts Run away
Ke v/ho is upright in his v;ay of life and unstained
by guilt, needs not Moorish darts nor bow nor quiver
loaded with poisoned arrov/s, Fuscus, whether his way be
through the sweltering Syrtes or the cheerless Caucasus
or the regions that storied Hydaspes v/aters. For as I
was singing of my Lalage and wandering far beyond the
boundaries of my farm in the Sabine v/oods, unarmed and
1 Schwartz, oq. cit. (Loeb Classical Libra-
2 Horace, ThD Odes and Epodes
,
(ry Ed. (New York, 192

free from care, there fled from me a wolf, a monster
such as not martial Daunia nurtures in her broad oak
forests, nor the parched land of Juba, nurse of lions,
breeds.
Place me on the lifeless plains where no tree revives
under the suimner breeze, a region of the world o'er
which broad mists and a gloomy sky; set me beneath the
chariot of the sun where it draws too near the earth,
in a land denied for dwellings! I will love my sv/eetly
laughing, svjeetly prattling Lalage.
Music * Very monotonous is this melody, the first two phrases
of which are in step-v^ise sequence. There is no ornamenta-
tion. Here is an excellent example of the new conception:
the bass a real bass, the middle parts nothing but harmonic
fillers. This composition is absolutely chordal throughout,
and except for the final chord in which the third is missing,
the chords are complete, containing the third and fifth,
with the root most frequently doubled. Full four-part har-
mony in other words is used. Its crudeness, like a stone in
an unpolished state, is only proof that here was something
new and untried, still in the experimental stage. This is
far removed, as it was meant to be, from the contrapuntal
style of the iletherlanders. Another reason for the uninter-
esting melody is the fact that the composition is schematic,
that is it was meant to be used for all poems of the same
meter.



INTEGER VITAE
Music , This melody is set the same way rhythmically as
Pesenti's with the exception of the next to the last v;ord,
fusee, which is made more important here by delaying its
entrance a beat and by suspending the first syllable and
turning the second. The alto part is a filler, but more
varied than Pesenti's inner parts. There is much more vari-
ety, melodically, rhythmically and harmonically in this
setting than in Pesenti's. Very expressive is the accompan-
iment. The purely chordal places are apt to be at the ends
of phrases, for example, vitae, mauris, arcu. This is a
characteristic of Italian music and is done for emphasis.
There is 8.n instrumental section in which the musi-
cal phrases again are uneven in length. In this section the
tenor part is more interesting melodically and rhythmically
than the cantus, and has quite a flowing line. It is pos-
sible that this instrumental section was meant for the last
stanza. It is much more varied.
This composition, also, is one certainly intended
for educated society.
I
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SOLVITUR AGRIS
I'atln text .
Solvitur acris hiems grata vice veris et Favonl
trahuntque siccas machinae carinas. . .
.
1
Translation of the text .
Spring's Lesson
Keen winter is breaking up at the welcome change
to spring and the Zephyr, and the tackles are hauling
dry hulls toward the beach. No longer nov; does the
flock delight in the fold, or the ploughman in his fire-
side, nor are the meadows longer v/hite wit>^ hoary
frost. Already Cytherean Venus leads her dancing bands
beneath the o'erhanging moon, and the comely Graces
linked with Nymphs tread the earth with tripping feet,
while blazing Vulcan visits the mighty forges of the
Cyclopes. Now is the fitting time to garland our glist-
ening locks with myrtle green or with the blossoms that
the unfettered earth brings forth. Now also is it meet
in shady groves to bring sacrifice to Faunus, whether
he demand a lamb or prefer a kid.
Pale Death with foot impartial knocks at the poor
man's cottage and at princes' palaces. Despite thy
fortune, Sestius, life's brief span forbids thy enter-
ing on far-reaching hopes. Soon shall the nignx. of
Death enshroud thee, and the phantom shades and Pluto's
cheerless hall. As soon as thou com'st thither, no
longer shalt thou by the dice obtain the lordship of
the feast, nor gaze with wonder on the tender Lycidas,
of whom all youths are now enamoured and for v/hom the
maidens soon shall glow with love.
Antonio Gaprioli . All that is kno\m of Antonio Caprioli is
that he was born in Brescia.
Music . This composition, also, is schematic, but how much
more artistic than Pesenti's InteF.er Vitae it is. As the
1 Horace, og. cit . The translation of the whole ode
has been included for the sake of possible interest in it.

title states, this music was written without text, but to
fit any text in Archilochian meter. Archilochius was a
Greek poet who used a meter consisting of seventeen syllablei
in the first line and eleven in the second. Horace imitated
the meter, named after the G-reek poet, in his Carmlnum, a
selection from which has been used to shov; how it fits the
melody.
Influence of the Humanistic Movement
throughout the Century
Although the frottola form disappeared around 1530,
the influence of the humanistic movement continued to exert
itself in the composition of Latin texts in other forms
throughout the century. Arcadelt, for example, set an
Epigram of Partialis to music. It was not until 1600 that
the humanistic movement of the frottolisti found its ful-
fillment in the achievements of the Florentine camerata in
the beginnings of opera.

1
V. HUiyiANISTIC COJyiPOSITIONS IN GERMANY
Humanism spread from Italy to G-ermany, one of the
chief founders of the movement in Germany being her first
poet laureate, Conrad Geltes (1459 - 1508). Geltes was a
pioneer, spreading the work of the humanists in southern Ger-
many. He founded groups for the pursuit and furtherance of
the new studies. In 1492 and from 1494 to 1497 he taught at
the high school in Ingolsta.dt, and founded there, as in so
many other cities, a learned society. In the circle there
arose under his leadership a collection of four-voiced com-
positions founded on the nineteen meters of Horace's odes
and epodes as well as on several other antique metric
schemes. Geltes had his pupils sing these compositions on
the Horatian odes at the end of his lectures on Kora,ce.
Also in Vienna, where he soon became one of the most
prominent members of that circle of scholars and artists
which Kaiser Maximilian gathered around him, Geltes kept his
interest in these compositions. Under his direction they
were printed and published in 1507 by Erhard Oeglin, the
first to use movable type in Germany and the first to print
four-part antique songs. The composer of this music was one
1 Liliencron, "Die Korazischen Metren in deutschen
Kompositionen des 16. Jahrhunderts"
,
Viertel.lahrsschrif
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of Celtes' Ingolstad pupils, Peter Tritonius, of whom is
known very little more than what is incidentally heard of
him in connection with these odes. The settings by Tritoni-
us were republished in 1552 and again in 1551.
In the meantime, Ludwig Senfl (1492 - 1555) brought
out in 1534 an edition of Tritonius in the preface of which
it is stated that Tritonius was not content with the work of
his youth and wished a more competent person to set the odes
to music and thus give them a higher place in the public eye.
He hoped that Senfl, Heinrich Isaac's famous pupil, would
undertake the work. Senfl kept the tenors of Tritonius but
harmonized them in new four-voiced arrangements, and made
fugues and the like on works of other classic authors such
as Ovid and Vergil.
In the late 1530' s a work of Paul Hofhaimer's, Harmon-
iee poeticae sive Garmina nonnulla Koratii , was published at
Nuremburg. This work consists of forty- four simple four-
voiced harmonic settings (thirty-five by Hofhaimer and nine
by Senfl) of the odes of Horace in strict accordance, a.s
were those of Tritonius and Senfl, with the rules of Latin
prosody.
There is one other publication containing settings of
the Horatian odes v;hich should be mentioned. In 1548 O-lare-
anus (1488 - 1563) wrote a treatise, "Dodecachordon" (Greek

for twelve), the aim of which was to prove that there v/ere
twelve church modes, corresponding to the ancient G-reek
modes, and not eight, as many writers have maintained. The
third part contains many examples from the works of musicians
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and includes ex-
amples of the twelve modes on Horatian odes. Emil Bohn
translated the work into German in 1888,
Three settings of Horace's Solvltur Acris, by Tritoni-
us, Senfl and Hofhaimer are included in this thesis. It
will be seen that the difference in aim — scholarly or ed-
ucational on the part of the Germans and artistic on the
part of the Italians —has produced a corresponding differ-
ence in results. The German settings are purely pedantic,
whereas the Italian ones are free artistic compositions.
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VI. SUmARY
In Italy during the fifteenth century the musical
stage was occupied almost exclusively by foreign composers,
Netherlanders or Burgundians, who practiced a highly complex
contrapuntal style of v/riting. Polyphony reigned supreme.
The Italians at that time were incapable of developing a
melody, which they were easily able to conceive, into an
artistic composition. Such artistic compositions came solely
from the minds of the Burgundians.
Toward the end of the century the courts of Italy
were beginning to employ native Italians as full time musi-
cians, whose duty it was to supply the nobility and their
guests with musical enjoyment and entertainment, much of
which was expected to be new or novel. In this desire for
something new in music — a phase of the Renaissance spirit
—
Isabella d'Este at her court in Mantua encouraged her own
musician, Bartolomeo Tromboncino, and Marco Cara., musician
of her husband, Francesco Gonzaga, to experiment. It was
Isabella's hope that these musicians v/ould be able to break
away from the highly complex contrapuntal influence of the
foreign composers, and devise a musical style which would
be purely Italian. As a result of the efforts of Tromboncino
and Cara, spurred on by their patroness Isabella, a new form,

the frottola, was born.
The frottola may be said to be the first native Ital-
ian form of which we have documentary evidence. In literary
history it was a member of the ballata family. Its theme
was always some phase of love, coiirtly love. Every con-
ceivable situation in the life of a courtier lover was pre-
sented in the frottole. The fact that the frottola has a
very lowly place in literary history is readily understand-
able. The verses were v/ritten not as poetic art, but simply
as rhymes for the composers to set to music to be used as
musical love letters, whereby a man could court his lady
fair in an artistic manner, with a new medium of approach.
The most outstanding musical characteristics of the
frottola were its attempt to break away from the contra-
puntal style into a nev; vertical, chordal, harmonic style,
and its absolutely new monodic style of writing. The frottole
were composed for four voices, but what is new about the
arra>ngement is that one voice dominates; the others are
definitely accompanying parts. Hitherto a composition had
been conceived on a successive basis, v;hereby one melody or
more was invented to go with a first melody, above or below
it, to which other melodies might be added later, frequently
even by another composer. The four voices of the frottola
on the other hand were simultaneously conceived. The compo-

ser Invented his melody, and with it a true bass part; in
between the two were two other voices, purely harmonic fil-
lers, not at all independent melodic lines. This was newi
Another feature of the frottola v/hich distinguished
it from the popular Burgundian chanson, for example, was its
clear-cut rhythmic scheme which made it utterly void of
sentimentality. Likewise in the melody itself most traces
of a wavering sentimental line v/ere excluded.
The fact that the frottola was set for four voices
has led most writers to define it as a purely vocal form.
Modern musicological research, however, suggests logical
evidence that the frottola may very likely have been intend-
ed as vocal solos with, instrumental accompaniment.
Present-day knowledge of the form owes itself to the
discovery of the technique of music printing first success-
fully displayed by an edition of Ottaviano dei Petruccl,
Venetian printer, in 1501. Kis famous Odhecaton was an
international collection of secular and sacred compositions
by many composers, mostly foreign. In 1504 Petrucci printed
his first purely Italian collection of pieces under the
title Libro di frottole, in v.'hich the compositions of Cara,
Tronboncino and a Michele Pesenti predominate. Petrucci
published eleven books of frottole, ten of which have been

preserved. His collections, together with those of rivals,
notably Andrea Antico, supply scholars with documentary
evidence of those early beginnings of a national Italian
music literature.
The frottola was abandoned around 1530 after a short
life of some thirty-five years in favor of its successor
the madrigal, a less vulgar, more polished form than its
otherwise very similar ancestor. The importance of the
frottola lies in the experiments which flourished therein.
Ample evidence of the groping toward a new texture, a new
way of combining tones, a vertical rather than always a
horizontal conception, is to be seen in the frottola. This
new harmonic element was a feature of the secular music of
the sixteenth century.
More important than this harmonic element is the ex-
periment in the frottola with monody --one dominating melO'
dy, supported by a true bass line, accompanied by inner
voices which were fillers only. The monodic element, so
bravely introduced, dropped out of the documentary picti^re
into the realm of improvisation around 1530, to reappear
and find its fulfillment in the achievements of the Floren-
tine camerata in 1600. That club or society --all men of
letters and musicians, and all ardent disciples of the
Renaissance —with the object of reviving the style of mus-

leal declamation peculiar to Greek tragedy, brought forth
many canzonette in monodic style and finally the first opera.
Peri's Eurldice in I6OO, which achievement Laay be said to be
the last and perhaps most important musical outgrowth of the
Renaissance.
The frottola form must be thought of as a reflection
of the Renaissance spirit in its search for something new.
Intimately associated with it, in fact an integral part of
it, was the humanistic movement v/hich too was reflected in
the music of the period. Included in the editions of the
Petruccl and Antico prints, containing over a thousand
frottole, were twelve Latin compositions in the frottolistic
manner, musically the equivalent of the Italian compositions
but much more serious in vein. These Latin compositions
reflect the interest of the court nobility in the classical
authors and in the pursuit and enjoyment of the Latin lan-
guage. Such poets as Ovid, Horace and Vergil are represented
and also some contemporary poets. The musical character-
istics described above are clearly discernible in these
Latin compositions. Of particular interest, also, are the
backgrounds — the circumstances attendant upon their com-
positions —of the contemporary texts.
It is noteworthy that the humanistic movement, v/hen it
spread from Italy to Germany, there, too, had its reflection

in music. Lecturers on the life and works of Horace, for
instance, v/ould close their daily lessons by having their
students sing some of the Horatian odes set to music especial-
ly for that purpose by friends of the lecturers. The dif-
ference between the Italian and German settings of the odes
is marked. Differences in aim, artistic on the part of the
Italians, and purely pedantic on that of the G-ermans, were
bound to result In like differences in the musical results.
The German compositions are four-voiced, as are the Italian
ones, but they are not monodic nor are they in the least
artistic or interesting. It remained for Italy, where the
Renaissance spirit first sprang forth, to produce artistic
works to Latin and native Italian texts. The time had not
yet come for Germany to occupy the musical stage.
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APPENDIX
1
Biographical Sketches of the Poets
Vergil. (Publius Vergilius Maro) Born in 70 B.C. at Andes,
near Mantua, of rustic parentage; but his father gave him a
careful education first at Cremona, then at Milan, and lastly
at Rome.
The second period of his life begins with 43 B.C. when
after Caesar's assa.ssination Vergil is again in Mantua. In
that year the second triumvirate was formed, and in the jaear
following Brutus and Cassius were defeated at Philippi. In
the subsequent allotment of lands to the victorious veterans
Cremona and Mantua suffered severely. Vergil was dispossessed,
of his farm and barely escaped with his life in trying to
resist. Through his friendship with Octavius he recovered
his land. His experiences at this time are recorded in the
ten Eclogues or Bucolics .
Seven years v/ere devoted to the Q-eor.aics
.
undertaken
at the request of Maecenas to whom it is dedicated. Pub-
lished in 29 B.C., it is a treatise on agriculture, yet it
is perhaps the "most carefully finished production of Roman
literature"
.
1 The biographical material is included here as con-
venient background material for a study of the compositions.
There has been no attempt at any original arrangement of
facts. The material has been taken freely from the Encyclopedia
Brlttanhica and the Loeb Classical Library editions of the
=works of the r'^'^'^r-

The rest of his life was devoted to the Aeneid, the
greatest of the Roman epics. In 19 B.C. Vergil set out for
Greece and Asia where he intended to revise the work before
its publication. At Athens he met Augustus, who induced
Vergil to return to Italy. He contracted a fever and died at
the age of 51 in 19 B.C. Vergil had begged Varius, in the
event of his death, to burn the epic, but it was published
by order of Augustus.
Propertius , Sextus. Dates not certain. Tha greatest of the
elegiac poets of Rome was born of a well-to-do family at or
near Assisi. Ovid tells us that Propertius, his senior, was
a friend and companion, and that he was third in the se-
quence of elegiac poets, following G-allus, who was born in
69 B.C., and Tibullus, and immediately preceding Ovid, who
was born in 43 B.C. Therefore Propertius was probably born
about 50 B.C. His early life was full of misfortune. He
lost his father early in life, and after the battle of Phi-
lippi and the return of Octavian to Rome, Propertius, like
Vergil and Horace, was deprived of his estate to provide
land for the veterans. He had no patrons at court and was
reduced from opulence to comparative indigence. The loss of
his patrimony, however, thanks no doubt to his mother's pro-
vidence, did not prevent Propertius from receiving a superior
education. After or during its completion he and his mother

left Umbria for Rome, where about 34 3. G. he assumed the
garb of manly freedom. He began to pursue letters and gal-
lantry.
From 28 to 23 B.C. he was intimate with "Cynthia", a
native of Tibur. She was a courtesan of superior class, some-
what older than Propertius but apparently a woman of singular
beauty and varied accomplishments. She had an inclination
for literature and provided intellectual sympathy and en-
couragement helpful in the development of Propertius' powers.
A quarrel which caused a separation was made up about the
beginning of 25 B.C. Soon after Propertius published his
first book of poems and inscribed it with the name of his
mistress. Its publication placed him in the first rank of
contemporary poets and gained him admission to the literary
circle of Maecenas. He and "Cynthia" finally separated.
Almost nothing is known of the subsequent history of
the poet. He was alive in l6 B.C. as some allusions in his
last book testify. There is a possibility that he married
under Augustus' inducements and enactments.
Propertius had a large number of friends and acquaint-
ances, chiefly literary, belonging to the circle of Maecenas:
Vergil, Ovid among others.
Propertius' poems consist of 4 books of elegiac verse.

Subjects of the poems are: l) amatory and personal, mostly
regarding "Cynthia". 2) political and social on events of
the day. 3) historical and antiquarian.
His writings are very uneven in workmanship, but when
at his best few Roman poets can compare with him for pov/er
and range of imagination, freshness and vividness of con-
ception, truth and originality of presentation. He excels
in scenes of quiet description and emotion. He had a fine
feeling for beauty of every kind, and a pleading and melan-
choly tenderness which qualities impressed his contemporar-
ies also.
Propertius' poems betray a study of his predecessors,
both Greek and Latin, and the influence of his contemporar-
ies. His influence on his successors was considerable, par-
ticularly on Ovid.
Ovid
, (Publius Ovidus Naso) was born at Sulmo, about 90
miles east of Rome, in 43 B.C. His family had been of
equestrian rank for several generations. Ovid's education
was begun at Sulmo and completed at Rome and Athens. In
accordance with his father's wishes he pursued the rhetori-
cal studies usual with ambitious men of the time, expecting
to enter upon a public career. But the instinct for liter-
ary art was so irresistible that he couldn't follow his
father's wishes. Ovid v/as intimate with Propertius. Horace

and Vergil were living during his lifetime, but he v/as well
acquainted with neither. In 8 A.D. he was banished by Au-
gustus to Tomi, a distant town on the Black Sea where he
remained until death in 18 A.D. at the age of 61.
The Heroides belong to the amatory poems written in
his youth. In his second period he wrote the Fasti and the
Metamorphoses
,
mythological. Works from the third period
were the Tristia and the Epistulae ex Ponto, laments from
Tomi.
The theme of the Heroides is the universal one of
love, woman's love, love in straits.
Pontanus, Jovianus, 1426 - 1503, was an Italian humanist and
poet born at Gerreto and educated, after his father's death,
at Perugia. At the age of 22 he went to Naples where he
remained for the rest of his life. He tutored the sons of
Alphonso the Magnanimous, and thereafter was political ad- •
visor, military secretary and chancellor to the Aragonese
dynasty. He illustrates very clearly the importance of men
of letters in Italy. A penniless scholar upon his arrival
in Naples, he became almost immediately one of the most im-
portant men in the kingdom. He founded an academy for the
meetings of scholars in Naples, which lasted long after his
death. In l46l he married Adriana Sassone, by whom he had

)1
one son and three daughters. His v/ife died in 1491. Soon
after he married a girl from Ferrara, known to us as Stella.
He was passionately fond of his wife and children, and much
of his verse, especially Eridanus, written after his second
marriage, tells of his love for them. Pontanus died in 1503»
at Naples,
Pontanus had a good Latin style and the faculty, rare
among his contemporaries, of expressing the facts of modern
life, the actualities of personal emotion, in language suf-
ficiently classical yet always characteristic of the man.
His most original compositions in verse are elegiac and
hendecasyllabic eleven pieces on personal topics --the De
con.1up;ali amore, Eridanus, Tumuli, Naeniae, etc. — in
which erotic freedom is condoned by a passionate sincerity.
Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus) was born between 65 and 68
B.C. and vias destined to be one of the greatest and last of
the Latin poets. Venusia, in Southern Italy, was his birth-
place. He began his education in Rome at an early age.
Later he studied philosophy in Athens. In 44 B.C., after
the assassination of Julius Caesar, he Joined the array of
Brutus who sought to oppose the pov/ers in Rome. Horace
fought in the battle of Philippi. On the defeat and suicide
of Brutus, Horace returned to Rome v;here he was employed as
a clerk and began to write verse.
w

)His friend Vergil introduced him to Maecenas, patron
of Roman art and letters, v;ho presented him with an estate
in the Sabine Hills and sufficient income to live on. There
he remained in seclusion and devoted himself to literature.
His works consist of tv/o books of Epistles, the last
of which was unfinished; four books of Odes; one book of
Epodes, or short iDoems; and a secular hymn vn?itten at the
request of the Emperor Augustus. Hora.ce is S8.id to have
been not only the first but practically the only lyric poet
of Rome. His writings are distinguished for their genial
satire and stateliness and dignity of expression.
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